May 2019

Dear Partner,
The fundamentals of faith will always have a place of importance in our lives. Our
victory in Christ is activated by our faith in His finished work, and His established
systems of authority in which we operate. To operate effectively in faith, we need to
maintain our skillfulness in the fundamentals.
The basics of faith begin with the condition of the heart. Jesus emphasized in the
Parable of the Sower the role the heart of man plays in the productivity of the Word.
The heart that keeps and brings the Word to a full, mature growth will receive a
harvest of the fruit that the Word will produce.
The enemy uses many tactics to stop the heart from producing. A lack of
understanding of the Word allows the enemy to steal the Word from the wayside soil.
The offended, rocky ground of a heart will stop the roots from finding sufficient supply
in the stony-grounded heart. The cares of life, the deceitfulness of riches, and the
desires of other things can enter into the heart and choke the Word of God. That is
why we must guard the heart with all diligence!
The Lord continues to point me back to the faith basics with an instruction to give
them emphasis in my study and teaching. I encourage you to access my recent
teachings on Effective Faith and Without a Doubt. Also, Pastor Steele has recent
teachings Resist the Urge to Worry and the How-To’s of Faith. They are free to order
by CD (501-400-8797). You can watch them on Roku, YouTube, or by visiting our
website www.buildfaith.net. Also, our podcasts are on now on ITunes, Spotify, and
Google Play!
Thank you for your faithful partnership with Faith Builders! We are reaching the
completion of Phase One of our Every Available Voice Campaign which will pay for
the production costs of the TV program and airtime on VTN. Phase Two will provide
for the airtime of the Hispanic program that goes nationwide on Almavision Network.
Together, we are preaching the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ in two languages!
Building faith,
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